This year the following WikiSuite components team is participating in the FOSDEM 2019 yearly conference to be held on 2nd and 3rd February 2019 in Brussels, Belgium. Thousands of open source developers will participate in the talks sharing prime information about their open source applications.

Tiki: Easy setup of the wiki-based knowledge management system

This talk is to demonstrate how to build up a simple yet powerful knowledge management system from a freshly installed Tiki

Speaker: Jean-Marc Libs
Room: UD2.119
Day: Saturday
Start: 15:50
End: 16:10

More Information
WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.

ElasticSearch: Correctness and performance validator
Formally measuring the cost of a query before hitting the fan
Speaker: Santiago Saavedra
Room: K.3.201
Day: Sunday
Start: 10:30
End: 10:55
More Information

Converse: Open, federated team-chat with XMPP
Converse (and XMPP) provides a federated alternative to other chat apps.
Speaker: JC Brand
Room: H.1309
Day: Sunday
Start: 14:00
End: 14:20
More Information

IMAP, JMAP and the future of open email standards
a look at what's new in the IMAP world and the upcoming JMAP standard
Speaker: Bron Gondwana
Room: H.2215
Day: Saturday
Start: 15:40
End: 15:55
More Information
Unified Communications with Pàdé

Making the X in XMPP work with software
Speaker: Dele Olajide
Room: H.1309
Day: Sunday
Start: 14:25
End: 14:45

More Information